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A Special film - Style, substance and grace Cucuzza is wonderful - Neumann & Fraioli
did a remarkable job putting this experience alltogether.

posted on 05/03/07 | 08:56pm

salvatore interlandi | 1 rating

Awesome! Fraioli's Freudism at his best!

posted on 05/01/07 | 05:50pm

Dougmac | 1 rating

So unique. This film really makes you want more. It has such a high quality &
uniqueness about it. Great talent & imagination...

posted on 04/29/07 | 02:09pm

Debbie Benn | 1 rating

Freud's quintessential anal-rententive morphs from Jung's animus to anima in a subtle
cinematic expose of perception and reality. The musical score enhances and parallels
the realistic mysticism of the story, as we become voyeurs into the life of an "ordinary"
man. Quietly powerful, yet endearing, The Strange Case of Marie France is a film that
oftentimes transcends genre with its unique perspectives. If you are a student of human
nature and human behavior, don't miss it. Bravissimo!

posted on 04/27/07 | 05:30pm

raven | 1 rating

A delightful parable about a man getting in touch with his anima. The cinematorgraphy
is amazing, the musical score transports us back to a more cultured time, the acting
was great, and the voice-over worked! what else is there to add, but bravo for the
writer, photographer and producer. Now if only all our films were this cultured and
creative.

posted on 04/27/07 | 02:07pm

3Cats | 1 rating

The attention to detail, the whimsical story, and the noteworthy cinematography all
make this film quite impressive. A throwback to an era before prosumer digital videos
about skateboarding and people getting hit in the genitals, this picture actually merits
being considered art.

ChrisS | 1 rating

1:00 PM -
Edwards Island Cinemas -
Screen 3

Note: World Premiere

Newport Beach Film Festival Presents : Strange Case Of Marie ... http://newportbeach.bside.com/2007/?_view=_filmdetails&med...
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posted on 04/27/07 | 12:27pm

It's always pleasurable to watch a man squirm. Fine film.

posted on 04/27/07 | 10:36am

zpaul | 1 rating

I love this film!! It was well written...Great lighting and acting as well. The kind of film
that you want to see twice. Derrick

posted on 04/26/07 | 02:10pm

Derrick | 1 rating

Excellent, chilling, beautiful cinematography...and the French maid was hot!! I have a
tendancy to press pause when she's dusting the records. Phenomenol film. More!!

posted on 04/26/07 | 09:18am

LFiglina | 1 rating

Bravo; The photography is beautiful, the actors excellent and the story well thought.
Gerard

posted on 04/26/07 | 06:07am

Gerard | 1 rating
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